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Message from Bord Bia
Welcome to the second newsletter for
members of Bord Bia’s Quality Assurance
Schemes for beef, lamb and dairy.
It has been a turbulent two months since our last newsletter
reached you but fortunately there is reason for cautious
optimism as some degree of normality returns to our
lives. Uncertainty still prevails in the market following the
significant disruption of recent months, however Bord Bia
remains focussed on working closely with key customers
of Irish dairy, beef and lamb to defend and grow Ireland’s
position in our major markets. We provide more detail on
some of these activities on page eight.
On page seven, Donal Denvir, Bord Bia’s Manager in London,
reports on how Covid-19 has impacted the UK food sector
there. Positively, despite some issues around the availability
of certain items, retail supply chains have held up in our
largest export market.
For those of you impacted by a postponed audit or due an
audit, we have detailed information on our new remote
auditing process. This temporary system has been developed
with the farmer in mind to ensure that the remote audit is as
user-friendly as possible. If you have any questions about the
system, I’d encourage you to speak to our staff at the Bord Bia
Helpdesk (01 524 0410) who are there to guide you through
the process.

Elsewhere, we have updates on the current market situation
for beef, sheepmeat and livestock, on pages four and five, and
on page six we analyse how Covid-19 has affected the dairy
ingredients market, from the outbreak of the virus until now.
I hope that this newsletter provides you with some new
insights into the current situation and how Bord Bia
translates your efforts through campaigns and market
development activities at home and abroad. This newsletter
will be followed by another communication in the Autumn
and I welcome your feedback on this and the previous issue.
Finally, I once again recognise your hard work and dedication
in maintaining food supplies, and for your continued
participation in the Quality Assurance programme.

Mise le meas,

Tara McCarthy, Bord Bia CEO
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Remote Audits
All farmers who have had their audit postponed, are
due an audit, or new members wishing to join, can
have their audit conducted ‘remotely’. This system will
remain in place until Government guidelines permit
on-farm audits.
Most of you will be familiar with the close-out system,
in which you take photos and send via text or post to
verify that corrective action has been taken against noncompliances raised during an audit. With the remote audit
process you also take and upload or send photos to verify
that you are compliant with scheme requirements.
Before your audit, you will be asked to upload or send
photos of housing facilities; feed storage; medicine

Bord Bia

Member

1. Audit Notice

2. Evidence Provided

Letter

Evidence Uploaded
Helpdesk Support
Emailed/Posted/Scanned
Available

storage; the dairy and some milking equipment where
relevant; handling facilities; photos of your stock; and
photos of some of your records.
An IT system has been developed to make the process as
straightforward as possible and to ensure the safety and
security of your photographic records. If you do not have
access to the technology required, you can also send your
photos via post.
At the time of writing, 76 audits have been conducted, and
feedback from farmers and auditors has been positive.
If you have any questions or require assistance, the Bord
Bia Helpdesk is available (01 524 0410, 9am to 8pm,
Monday to Friday) throughout the process.

Auditor

Member

3. Remote Audit

Auditor

Bord Bia

4. Audit Report/
Certification Process

Member

1. Visit the pre-audit
information website

2. Provide informaton
for each area

FOLLOW THE LINK

1. READ INSTRUCTION

Your Auditor will send you
this unique link via SMS
text message

Read and follow the instruction for
each pre-audit information area

2. ATTACH/UPLOAD
INFORMATION
Attach/upload information to each
blue box as required

READ THE
INSTRUCTIONS

Read the instructions
specific to you on the top
of the screen

3. SELECT ‘NOT APPLICABLE’
(WHERE RELEVANT)

ASSISTANCE

4. REPEAT PROCESS

Select ‘Not Applicable’ if an area is
not relevant to your enterprise
Repeat this process for each blue
box and click ‘save’ at the end of
the screen

For assistance then,
please phone the Bord Bia
Helpdesk on 01-5240410

3. Remote
Audit

Auditor

Information
provided in
advance of
all (as above)

Helpdesk
support
available

Remote Audit
conducted over
the phone
The call will follow the normal
opening meeting, audit,
closing meeting process

Certification
The audit will follow the
normal certification process
that is currently in operation
including a 1-month period
for closeout
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Lower production helps prices to recover
but Covid-19 impacts still being felt
During recent weeks, there has been some welcome recovery
in cattle prices at Irish meat plants. The value of the prime Irish
composite price, or average price paid in Ireland across all
categories and grades of prime animals for the week ending
May 16th, stood at €3.48/kg (excluding VAT). This represents
an improvement of €0.14/kg over the previous three weeks. By
comparison, the prime export benchmark price (which tracks the
equivalent carcass prices prevailing across the main EU markets
for Irish beef) was equivalent to €3.44/kg for the same week.
However, a critical concern for the sector is that producer prices
are running over 30c/kg behind last year’s levels.

The recent improvement in demand has been driven by a
significant increase in beef retail sales, promotional activity
across a number of key markets and the partial reopening of
quick-service (burger) chains.
Retail sales data (Kantar) for the Irish market shows a 15% uplift
in the volume of beef sold through supermarkets and butcher
shops during the four-weeks to April 19th. Most significantly,
there was a 26% surge in the volume of mince sold, while
steaks also rose by 15%. Similarly, for the British market AHDB
data shows that for the 12-week period to April 19th, the total
volume of beef sold through retail increased by 16%. Again, the

Prime Irish Composite Price vs Prime Export Benchmark Price (€/kg Deadweight excl. VAT)
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key highlight related to strong sales of mince, which grew by
27%, while steak volumes increased by almost 11%. Elsewhere
around Europe, the rise in retail sales of beef is reported to
have been less dramatic, with recent French data showing
increases of approximately 9%.

to other EU markets, which have collectively fallen by 26%, or
46,000 head, to 116,500 head. The calf trade to the Netherlands
has fallen by 33%, or 29,600 head. The Dutch veal sector is highly
reliant on sales into the food service markets of Italy, France and
Germany, which have been seriously affected by Covid-19.

The European foodservice sector remains heavily impacted
by the continued closure of restaurants. Overall, this channel
is predicted to see sales decline by one third in 2020, as a
result of Covid-19. The EU Commission recently estimated that
foodservice is responsible for approximately 70% of Europe’s
demand for the main steak cuts. Forecasts suggest that
European beef consumption is likely to fall by between 7% and
8%, driven by a downturn in consumer spending.

There are indications that Spain and Italy will represent useful
outlets for stronger reared calves over the summer months.
However, it is realistically anticipated that calf exports will remain
significantly lower than last year. While calf exports reached
200,000 head in 2019, exporters in the trade now expect this
figure to contract by up to 60,000.
Meanwhile, there has been some recovery in exports of live
cattle to international markets. For the year to-date, shipments to
non-EU markets have increased by 52%, to almost 12,000 head.
This trade has focused mainly on the Libyan market, followed by
Turkey and Algeria.

Reduced cattle supplies
Availability of finished animals has been considerably tighter
throughout April and May. Weekly throughput averaged just over
27,000 head, compared with almost 33,000 head during the
same period in 2019. Supplies are likely to remain seasonally low
over the coming weeks, before more animals reach their target
condition off -grass.

Calf registrations increase
For the year to-date (to week ending May 22nd), overall calf
registrations have risen by 3.5% or almost 62,000 head to 1.83
million head. According to ICBF, this increase is mainly attributable
to growth in the dairy herd, which has recorded almost 4%, or
50,000 additional calf births. This includes crosses between
dairy cows / heifers and beef sires such as AA and HE, which are
approximately 30,000 higher than last year. Interestingly, calf
registrations to the suckler herd for the year to-date have also
increased by more than 12,000, which represents a 2.5% recovery
following the reductions we had seen in recent years.

Irish Weekly Cattle Throughput – 2020
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Outlook for spring lambs
The convergence of Easter and Ramadan which occurred
between mid-April and late May provided a much needed
lifeline to the Irish sheep sector during the Covid-19 disruptions.
These religious festivities coincided at a time when Irish sheep
supplies were at a seasonal low and demand was fragile across
all markets. Average sheep prices during this period increased by
37c/kg, equivalent to a 19% lift on 2019 levels. This increase was
in sharp contrast to other red meats.
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For the second half of 2020 recent analysis of the national
cattle herd, based on the Department of Agriculture’s AIM
database, suggests that the number of prime cattle approaching
slaughter age will continue to decline below last year’s totals. In
particular, numbers of animals in the 12-24 month age range are
considerably lower, which is predominantly as a result of strong
live exports during 2019.

Over the coming weeks to the end of June, spring lambs will
materialise in greater numbers. This increase in supplies usually
presents some downward pressure on the market. There are a
number of factors which tend to dictate the extent to which prices
may be impacted. These include: an increase in UK lamb supplies,
prevailing euro-sterling exchange rates, EU imports from New
Zealand and the commencement of the holiday season on the
continent. However, with restrictions on people travelling long
distances for holidays, such as to the south of France, it has been
suggested that consumer demand for lamb may remain solid in
the European capital cities this summer.

Live exports decline
Live cattle exports continue to run well below the equivalent
period in 2019. For the year up to the 16th of May, overall exports
have declined by 23%, or 45,000 head, to 150,000 head. The
primary reason for this decline has been fewer calves being sent
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Covid-19 and
Irish Dairy

Bord Bia’s dairy sector team reviews
and analyses the effect of Covid-19 on
the dairy ingredients markets
Unprecedented. Unfamiliar. Out of the blue…

March 2020

Descriptors that we’ve become all too accustomed to hearing
over the past few months.

Governments across continents implemented similar, and
in some cases draconian, measures to impede the spread
of the virus. Around the world, foodservice outlets (hotels,
restaurants, cafés) closed – eliminating sales from these
important purchasers of dairy products.

The timing of Covid-19’s arrival in Ireland coincided with the
upward trajectory of milk production, with projections that
2020 could see Irish milk yields exceed eight billion litres for
the first time.
While prices did plummet and many outlets were
shuttered, recent weeks have seen some stabilisation in
core commodity pricing as dormant economies reawaken –
welcome news in what has been a very challenging first five
months. But we have been dealt a bruising blow.

Late January to early February 2020
Strategic and key markets for Irish dairy ingredients were first
to suffer the toll of Covid-19. In late January/February, reports
of supply chain challenges percolated as China became the
epicentre for the virus. The days and weeks ahead brought severe
port congestion owing to staff absenteeism as the imposition
of physical distancing measures became mandatory. Container
scarcity and increased freight surcharges followed as shipping
lines were forced to re-route or stay in wait for congested sea
lanes to free up and allow them to unload their cargo.

Mid-February 2020
By mid-February the severity of the pandemic, the toll on human
life and an economic dreariness were conspicuous. Exporters
reported severe challenges obtaining reefer containers. Prices
for core dairy commodities went into free-fall, coupled with
an obliteration of oil prices, revenue from which many of our
emerging markets are reliant upon to pay for imports.
Major Chinese ports, including Shanghai and Quanzhou,
came to a virtual standstill with an estimated five-week lag
to clear the backlog.
Unsurprisingly, dairy commodity pricing suffered the ricochet
effect. The strong finish witnessed in Q4 2019 was now well in
retreat. Dutch dairy prices fell in week seven after months of
sustained positivity.
Downward pricing pressure continued for ten consecutive
weeks until late April.
USA saw cheese prices, in particular, freefall from a January
price of €3,822/mt to a February price of €3,659 as traditional
consumption outlets disappeared practically overnight.

The four weeks of March brought with it a bearish outlook as
core ingredient prices continued on their downward trajectory.
Bucking that trend were retail sales, primarily of butter and
cheese, which saw initial panic buying and stockpiling.

April 2020
Unsurprisingly, under severe downward price pressure, March
farm-gate prices were reduced across the board as global
markets became less accessible and cautious buyer sentiment
prevailed.
Over the course of the 10 weeks from the 12th February to
22nd April, the average drop in the official Dutch Dairy Board
price was some €331/week. Week 15 saw the biggest blow
to date when butter and SMP (skimmed milk powder) took
week-on-week hits of €500/mt and €170/mt respectively.
Meanwhile, calls for the EU to invoke internal market support
measures were vocalised, culminating in the announcement
of a €30 million support package in the form of Aid for Private
Storage of butter, SMP and cheese.
In the USA, cheese prices regressed further to €2,176/mt
and with reports of milk being dumped, the US government
announced a $19 billion disaster package to aid all farmers.

May 2020
At the time of writing, we’re poised at peak production as
the country enters a cautious phased re-opening.
The demand at retail level for butter has sustained itself
and gone some way to support our industry’s exports.
Ingredient butter, cheese and SMP have also seen a positive
price bounce but commentators and exporters alike remain
prudently cautious.
The Irish dairy industry has proved resilient when faced
with challenges in the past. The quality of our milk, robust
international relationships, diverse product portfolios and
the agility of the Irish industry will place it in good stead to
deal with the economic ramifications of Covid-19.
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Covid-19 in the UK
Donal Denvir, Bord Bia’s Manager in London,
reports on the impact of Covid-19 on the
food sector in Great Britain
The UK is Ireland’s largest export market for food and drink exports (34% in 2019) so, it’s
absolutely critical that we keep a close eye on developments there, including the UK
government’s response and the implications of their decisions on the food and drink market.
As of mid-May, the UK was reporting the highest number of deaths in Europe,
approaching 35,000. Similar to the rest of Europe, large swathes of the
economy have been shut down and figures from January to March reveal
that GDP fell by 2% in that period. However, the negative figures for the rest of
the year are likely to be much higher and estimates vary greatly, depending on the eventual
duration and continuation of social distancing measures.
The biggest impact on the food and drink industry has obviously been in foodservice. The UK
hospitality sector saw sales decline by 21.3% in the first quarter of 2020, according to the UK
Hospitality Quarterly Business Tracker. We have seen small spikes of activity with the phased
reopening of operators such as McDonald’s, which opened 30 of its drive-thru operations in
May and will reopen all 900 of its UK sites in June for delivery and takeaway only.
Retailers have clearly reported growth in certain areas and an obvious increase in demand.
Take-home grocery sales in Britain increased by 9.1% in the 12 weeks to 19th April, according
to the latest figures from Kantar. Recently, year-on-year grocery market growth slowed to
5.5%, down from 20.6% in March.
Online sales now account for 10.2% of overall grocery, versus 7.4% in April, with the
greatest increase among older shoppers. Although not traditionally big users of
e-commerce, over-65s spent 94% more on deliveries than they did a year ago.
So what does all of this mean for Irish food and drink? The
impacts have varied across sectors and are very much
dependent on how much companies are selling into retail
versus foodservice.
The collapse of the foodservice market has had a particularly large impact on Irish
beef and dairy. Over 50% of Irish beef exported to the UK is ordinarily destined for
the foodservice market, with McDonald’s being the most high profile example of
this. Demand for lower value cuts and mince was very high in the early days of the
outbreak and demand for steaks very low at retail level at that time. This has stabilised
somewhat since but remains a challenge.
The foodservice channel is also a critical one for Irish dairy and it’s been a real challenge
for dairy processors focused on this channel to find an outlet for their products.
Bord Bia’s strategic response to Covid-19 in the UK has been multi-faceted and
continues to evolve. A major part of this is to provide information and insights
to our customers and clients in relation to global market developments. This is
to enable Irish suppliers to make timely decisions based on fact and analysis. In
addition, Bord Bia has been involved in upskilling our client base with a series of
Covid-19-relevant digital webinars and workshops.
To help stimulate demand for Irish beef in the UK, Bord Bia has been running
an online steak promotion series to demonstrate the benefits of preparing
and cooking steak at home. There are also a number of foodservice initiatives
in the planning stage to reactivate Irish beef in UK foodservice once lockdown
restrictions begin to ease further.
Finally, there will also be a concerted effort in the autumn to start a UK buyer
reengagement project for Irish suppliers across a range of sectors.
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Meat and Dairy Facts
Getting the facts right about meat and dairy
Over the past few years, agriculture has come under
increasing scrutiny with debate centered on the health
implications of meat and dairy, animal welfare, and
farming’s role in climate change. Amid this often
contradictory debate, it can be difficult for consumers to
separate fact from faction.

The campaign was launched in late October 2019, achieving newspaper,
TV and radio coverage. In March, dietician Orla Walsh joined the campaign
to raise awareness of the dietary benefits of meat and dairy resulting in
widespread national media coverage.

Last year, Bord Bia, Dairy Industry Ireland, the ICMSA,
the IFA, Meat Industry Ireland and the National Dairy
Council came together and agreed that consumers need
trustworthy information to address confusion. In response
they created the Meat and Dairy Facts campaign to provide
accurate data and first-hand accounts to consumers.
The campaign is focussed on educating consumers
about Irish beef, sheep and dairy farming across three
main areas:

The next phase of the campaign kicks off this month (June) and will showcase
the high standards in place on Quality Assured Irish farms in a three-part
video series featuring farmers and food producers. Hosted by chef and food
writer, Lilly Higgins, consumers will hear from the farmers themselves and
gain an insight into the day-to-day running of a progressive Irish farm. Every
episode finishes with Lilly demonstrating and sharing an easy-to-follow
recipe that uses fresh Irish meat and dairy products.
These videos and supporting recipes will be featured on social media
targeting the non-farming public with the aim of providing clarity and
understanding to consumers on the important role of farming.
To learn more about the facts featured in the campaign visit

https://meatanddairyfacts.ie

• The role farmers play in caring for the land
• The importance farmers place on animal welfare
• The role that meat and dairy plays in a healthy and
balanced diet

You can keep up-to-date with the campaign on social media:
@Meat_DairyFacts

@meatanddairyfacts

@meatanddairyfacts

Bord Bia Promotions
Central to Bord Bia’s work in developing and growing markets, is remaining close to key
customers of Irish dairy, beef and lamb. It is vital to keep Irish produce front of mind to maintain
these hard won relationships which will allow us to capitalise on opportunities once the markets
begins to recover. Below are some examples of recent and upcoming promotional activity.

In Italy,
Bord Bia is
partnering with
nine Italian social
media influencers to
promote Irish beef
to their 620,000
combined followers,
and inform consumers on the benefits of
Irish beef and where they can purchase.

Bord Bia launched a five-week dairy
campaign on May 25th. The objective
of this campaign is to drive
preference for Irish dairy
among target trade dairy
customers in the US, UK
and Germany. The
focus will be on a
digital platforms such
as digital trade websites
and LinkedIn.

In Germany, Bord Bia are running a
PR campaign focused on cooking Irish beef in
the home (‘IrishBeef.de #enjoyathome’). The
campaign highlights the nutritional benefits
of beef and provides barbecue beef recipes
to coincide with the start of the hugely
popular German barbecue season.

In Switzerland
and Germany,
Bord Bia is utilising
our Chefs Irish Beef
Club ambassadors to
provide recipes and
cooking tips for Irish
beef via an online PR
campaign.

Starting on 1st June, Bord Bia will run a three week
Quality Mark TV campaign for lamb in Ireland. This
will be followed by two weeks of an EU co-funded
promotion called ‘Lamb – Try it, Love it’ in July.
This will include an outdoor advertising
campaign (July 13th-20th) across Dublin,
Cork, Limerick and Galway.
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